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Preston Sturges was the great writer and director of Hollywood screwball comedies of the
thirties and forties. At the height of his career, Sturges had not only won an Academy Award but
was also one of the most highly paid executives in the country.The only account of his life in his
own words, Preston Sturges by Preston Sturges unveils the source of his extraordinary
creativity: a life that was every bit as antic and unconventional as his movies.

About the AuthorPreston Surges was a motion-picture director, screenwriter, and playwright best
known for a series of hugely popular satirical comedies that he made in the early 1940s.
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H. Anderson, “A Must for Preston Sturges Lovers. This is a delightful book, full of the charm that
characterizes Sturges's comedies. Especially good are the passages about his mother, the
fantastic Mary Desti Dempsey.I much prefer Preston Sturges on Preston Sturges to James
Curtis's biography, Between Flops, in which Sturges comes off as selfish, cantakerous and
foolish. Sturges may have been his own worst enemy at times, but Curtis neglects to highlight
his many gifts. Fortunately, Preston Sturges makes up for it in this memoir.”

Martin Turnbull, “Only Preston. Thank heavens Preston Sturges took the time to pen his own life
story because only he could have lived it, and only he could have described it. One of the best
Hollywood autobiographies out there.”

Beregond, “Pure brilliance.. One of the best autobiographies I have ever read. It is almost
impossible to believe his widow assembled it after his death. It is as polished and witty as you
would expect from this comedy genius.”

Glen Engel-Cox, “Learn about the man, not about the work. The strange title and author
attribution of this (auto)biography of movie writer/director Sturges is revealed in the last
paragraph, and I won't give it away here. Trust me to say that this is a fascinating look into
Preston Sturges' life as it is revealed by the man himself. Revealing? For example, the time spent
by Sturges working on his six Hollywood classics (starting with "The Great McGinty" and ending
with "The Miracle of Morgan's Creek") are briefly covered in approximately 50 pages. Instead of
concentrating his life into the three years that made him famous, Sturges spreads his story out
equally to all years of his life, spending an equal amount of time on his toddlership. Fortunately,
Sturges' life is interesting and by the time you arrive with him in Hollywood, you may agree with
him that it's not necessarily as high a pinnacle as it may seem.What you discover here is that
Sturges, while a gifted writer and director, was something of a strange chap. His early life, while
providing him many of the anecdotes that he would later incorporate into his movies, weren't
necessarily guiding him to the silver screen. By tricks of simple fate, Sturges avoided a career as
a perfumer, a broker, and an inventor. And, before Hollywood, there was a chance that he would
have stayed a playwright on Broadway. For a man with the drive for success and money, though,
no place but Hollywood in those years had quite the means to deliver the goods.There's a few
pictures to round out the book and a nice bibliography. As a starting point to discovering more
about Sturges' work, this is a great book. About that work, though, one must look elsewhere.”

tvtv3, “A Lifestyle of the Rich and Famous.. Preston Sturges was one of the greatest comedy
directors of all time, but most people have no idea who he was. This book is basically Sturges'
autobiography. Ironically, he died before he ever had a chance to finish and publish his life story.
However, using what he had written, various letters, and notes, his daughter Sandy collected his



writings and edited them into this delightful book. I was fascinated and extremely amused
reading about the exploits of the gifted (and wealthy) young Preston. His childhood was anything
but usual, what with globetrotting and famous dinner guests and all; and the story of how he
became a movie director is most interesting and entertaining. Full of wit and charm, this book is
sure to entertain; not unlike a Preston Sturges' film.”

James Rox, “Sleeping Beauty. A great autobiography that anyone who is a Sturges fan will love.
He writes extremely well, and the life he tells about is a fascinating one. Why this book is not
more widely known and discussed is a mystery. Had Sturges never made a movie (and he
devotes little space to that aspect of his life), or if anyone reading the book would happen to not
know who Sturges is, the book would hold up just as well. His wife Sandy did an excellent job of
editing Sturges' journals and writings to come up with what will one day become known as
literary classic that will stand alongside his film masterpieces.”

George Matusek, “Excellent companion volume to Curtis's bio. The best biography (to date) of
Preston Sturges is "Between Flops" by James Curtis, but this well-edited edition of Preston's
own unfinished autobiography makes a wonderful companion volume to that vivid bio.”

Simon Turner, “A wonderful piece of writing by one of the greatest film writers. A wonderful piece
of writing. Whereas film books and normally written by non-writers (actors, directors), this book
is by one of the greatest writers film has had. The book shows it in style and eloquence,
effortlessly light, airy and witty. An absolute treat for the Surges fan. Those not knowing his work
might dip the toes in with the lovely, witty and hilarious Christmas in July or the big names going
down a treat with Henry Fonda and Barbara Stanwyck in The Lady Eve, before turning to the
brilliant satire on American pie mothers, mother-worship and heroism at war and home of Hail
the Conquering Hero. The ambitious complete changes of tone of Sullivan's Travels is a must-
see also as are Miracle of Morgan's Creek, The Palm Beach Story and Unfaithfully Yours,
followed by the Sturges written Easy Living, also.”

The book by Lisa Fernow has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 21 people have provided feedback.
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